GoldWiser
INTRODUCTION

TRADING FEES

Goldwiser is the most advanced and intelligence EA in
the world and uses the best Algorithmic Trading
strategies with 90% winning rate. Goldwiser is a
profitable Forex Expert Advisor with trendy a candle
and News filter. This Forex Trading System isn’t
affected by emotions, negative circumstances or even
the need meet daily physical demands. It’s just keep
working, programmed with 100% market evaluation
and implementation. Stays operation 24/5 searching for
profitable trading opportunities.

$75 subscription fees (Lifetime)
on below deposit $500
Performance Fees (Profit) 30%

OBJECTIVE
The objective is to maximise capital gains and managing
risks. We are looking forward in achieving a long-term
profit through a stable and sustainable scheme to all
investors.

PROCESS
Sign up for Goldwiser

STRATEGY
Goldwiser strategies uses swing trades when the
market conditions are favourable. There are various
methods used to accomplish an active trading strategy,
each with appropriate market environments and risks
inherent in the strategy. Goldwiser can erase human
error or emotion fear greed and execute trades
around the clock without interruption.

Choose your Mode

Welcome Email
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RISK ASSOCIATED WITH STRATEGIES
•

Technical failures can occur: there can be times where you experience technical issues such as software
updates, power outages, connection problems and other related problems that can have a direct effect on
the performance of the expert advisor.

•

EA may not be coded for every different scenario, and may act differently in certain circumstances to the
way you expected.

•

You may lose some control of your account if you are not monitoring the trades your algo is placing.
Allowing an EA to trade without monitoring means you cannot control what it may do, outside of what is
already code into its logic.

BENEFITS INVESTING WITH US

We aren’t a get rich quick scheme. We aim
to hold business that can compound capital
at high rates of return over a 2–5-year time
horizon. It’s in the ethos of our entire
organization.

Offering customer-focused investment
solutions and an open environment, where
traders on a global level can connect to any
trading platform and share their knowledge.

Low entry level with profitable return with
proven results, Automatic detection with
precise signal specification, zero guess work.

Our reliable Forex system aims to produce
consistently strong signals.

Support
support@goldstone-au.com

Web
https://goldstone-au.com/

Address
7 BELL YARD, LONDON
ENGLAND WC2A 2JR

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This is a financial promotion for Investors and/or distributors only. This document may not be used for the purpose
of an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction or in any circumstances in which such offers or solicitation is unlawful
or not authorized, and should not be published in hard copy, electronic form, via the web or in any other medium
accessible to the public. This document is not intended as investment advice. The Prospectus and the Key
Information Documents provide more detailed information on the investment as well as on the relevant risks and
should always be read before making any investment. The Key Information Documents can be found on our website
on goldstone-au.com. All information prepared within this fact sheet has been prepared by Gsau Global Limited
except where otherwise stated. Any views and opinions are those of Goldstone as at the date of issue and are
subject to change. No warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of this information and no liability is
accepted for errors or omission such information. Portfolio holdings are subject to change, for information only
and are not investment recommendations.
Investors should carefully consider the strategy’s investment goals, risks, charges and expenses before investing.
To obtain more details of the Strategy itself which contains information regarding the trading and associated
charges and/or any other related information please contact us. You should carefully read the Company’s legal
documentation, including the Risk Statement before you invest or subscribe to the Strategy.
What are the Risks?
The summary risk indicator is a guide to the level of risk of this product compared to other products. It shows
how likely it is that the product will lose money because of movements in the markets or because we are not able
to pay you. We have classified this product as 7 out of 7, which is the highest risk class. This rates the potential
losses from future performance of the product at a very high level.
All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. The Strategy’s assets are based on Contract for
Differences (CFDs) Financial Instruments and therefore involve potential for significant gain or loss due to leverage.
CFDs are OTC products and cannot be sold on any exchange, MTFs or other trading venue. CFDs involve special
risks, including currency fluctuation and economic and political uncertain. Changes in market, political and
economic conditions will affect the performance of the Strategy. Market conditions may mean that your CFD trade
is closed at a less favourable price, which could significantly impact how much you get back. CFDs may be affected
by slippage or the inability to end the product at a desired price due to unavailability of such price in the market.
There is no capital protection against market risk, credit risk or liquidity risk.
CFDs may fluctuate significantly in a short period of me. If the change in price is against the direction chosen by
the investor, then the investor can experience significant losses over a short period of me up to a maximum of the
amount held as margin in the investor’s account. However, Retail investors will never owe to the Company any
amount in excess of the available funds in the account in light of the contractual “Negative Balance Protection”.
This product does not include any protection from future market performance,so you could lose some or all of
your investment. Before to use this product you should carefully read the STATEMENT.
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